
Remote Healing for 
Maximum effect
Reduce or get rid of your fears, 
lack of self-confidence, 
negative thinking, bad mood 
and depression 



Before we begin working with this 
session's areas, we will:
• Look at magical pictures
• Strengthen the aura
• Improve the condition of the brain
• Strech our spine



Each organ and body part has its aura which reflects their functions



The healing is better absorbed when you can see the healer and even 
better when you look at magical images









Improvement or restoration of the entire aura



Harmonization of the brain’s energy and 

improved neuron connections is an important 

treatment for our health



Energy-stretching of the spine improves the flow 

of energy and blood circulation to the brain



As a participant, you visualize situations that you are usually 

afraid of. Then energy is formed that is connected to these fears, 



which the healer then dissolves by reducing or eliminating the 

reflecting patterns of neuron connections in the brain. 



Thereafter, the healer sends you a thought image which 
makes you feel safe and secure.



To get rid of inferiority complexes, you visualize situations in which you feel 

less worthy or insecure. Then energy is formed which is connected to this 

inferiority complex, 



which the healer dissolves by reducing or removing the neuron 

connections that belong to this pattern. 



Thereafter, the healer sends you a thought image to make you 
feel strong and determined.



To get rid of bad moods, negative thoughts and depression, you visualize yourself when you 

are in a bad mood or depressed. This creates energy that is linked to your negative mood, 



which the healer dissolves by reducing or eliminating the neuron 

connections belonging to this pattern. 



Thereafter, the healer sends ENERGY via a thought image which 
increases the production of serotonin, dopamine and 
endorphins in the body.



You can achieve these improvements with remote healing:

1. The brain and nervous system become balanced, the connections 

between neurons are improved, which in turn improves the physiology

2. An improved and balanced energy in the body, which creates a 

better communication between the body's different systems - the most 

important prerequisite for an increased healing ability

3. More energy that activates an improved production of the immune 

system's cells

4. Better and deeper sleep

5. Better stress management

6. More joy in life


